We study emergence of quantum and dynamic information during an observer's impulse interactions with environment. The interactive delta-impulse of Markov diffusion process cuts the process correlation revealing hidden information connecting the process inner states. Information appears as phenomenon of interactions. The impulse probing probabilities, observing random process under Kolmogorov's 1-0 law, link Bayesian [(0-1) or (1-0)] probabilities that increases each posterior correlation and reduces conditional entropy measures up to cutting this entropy by real impulse. Cutting random process' correlation, covering interactive internal events, reveals underneath of each cutoff both hidden quantum and classical information. The cutting entropy sequentially converts to information and memorizes the impulse probabilistic logic in bit, which participates in next conversions and encoding. The impulse step-down action cuts a maximum of impulse' minimal uncertainty-entropy, and impulse' step-up action transforms the cutting portion to ending impulse state, where it kills the uncertainty, delivering equal minimax information. The interactive impulse holds maxmin-minimax law for transforming each minimum of a priori probability to maximum of a posteriori probability in the Bayesian link, and extracting information hidden in the cutting correlation in real cutoff. The applied impulse control cuts Markov multi-dimensional diffusion process, transforms each cutoff to Brownian diffusion and back to the Markovian, concurrently producing Feller's kernel and initiates a Schrödinger's bridge and an entanglement. An interactive jump at locality of Schrödinger's bridge 'edge in a sub-markov process creates microdynamic process within each impulse, which transforms the impulse time interval to space intervals preserving the impulse information measure. Entropy integral functional measures hidden information covering the process correlations for both the kernel and bridge along with integral time interval at the multiple cutoff transformations. The interactive processes imply transformation of each cutoff stochastic entropy portion to information bit of an emerging elementary information observer. The observer implements the maxmin extraction and minimax consumption as optimal information law for observing, selecting, transforming, and cooperating the cutting portions in multiple bits' units of information dynamics with a feedback to a receptive observer "window" where the interaction takes place. The law initiates minimax variation principle for the entropy functional whose variation equations determine the structure of the information dynamics arising at this transformation. The information path functional integrates multiple hidden information contributions of the cutting process correlations in information units, binds their information in doublets-triplets structures, and enfolds this sequence in the information network (IN) that successively decreases the structures' entropy and maximizes information of the micro-macrodynamics. The IN enclosing triplets, through their "free" unbound information, rise information forces, attract, order, structure information units hierarchy, encode the memorized doublet-triplet logic, that composes quantum and classical computation. The IN ending triplets' free information sequentially requests from the window and attaches the needed interactive information, and integrate the IN encoding information. The interactive observation unites uncertainty of random process and observer information process on the path to certainly and intelligence, while the paper math tools allows artificial design and compute this path. Keyword: hidden information; integral information measure; interactive impulse cutoff, impulse control; mnimax law, Feller kernel; Schrödinger bridge; probability symmetry, entropy functional, information path functional, cooperative micro-macro information dynamics, hierarchical network, logical computation.
Introduction
Uncovering and evaluation of quantum and dynamic information hidden in correlation of stochastic process through the impulse control presents new and essential topic in understanding the process of interaction an observer with its environment. Conventional information science generally considers an information process, but traditionally uses the probability measure for the random events and Shannon's entropy measure as uncertainty function of the states [1, 2, 3] . Revealing information, covering a process' inner connections between its states, within the hidden statistical and quantum dependencies along the process, is important problem in information theory [4, 5] .
integrating multiple interactive events in the EF functional on the trajectories. The process interacting probability impulses implement the Bayesian minimax probabilities' link to Kolmogorov's 1-0 law probabilities. The probability (virtual) impulse builds the correlations for the observing Kolmogorov-Bayes probabilities, until real impulse cuts this correlation. A virtual transformation of axiomatic probability to experimental probability for the observed samples during observation-asexperiment satisfies the symmetry condition for the equal experimental probabilities, generated by an idealized (virtual) measurement of uncertainty in an observable process of a potential observer. As the observations of all sample frequencies end, both the actual initial and ending probabilities establish a measure of the process' probabilistic certainty. The IPF converts and integrates the EF measured uncertainty on the trajectories to its impulse information measure. In a Markov process, where each a priori interactive (pre-action) follows a posteriori (post-action), being real at their impact, the impulse observation updates and actually transforms the process uncertainty to observer certainty. It shows that the virtual observable interactions involve the impulses' Yes-No probing actions, employing Kolmogorov' 0-1 probability law for evaluation of cutting the multi-dimensional process at each current observation. The impulses, applied to observation, cutoff the EF uncertainty measure transforming the multiple cuts to IPF functional.
The information observer defines itself as a provider of the cutoff, which adjoins observation with its information.
Sec.2 estimates the information extracted by the impulses and evaluates it through frequency measure. The observed Yes-No cutting action delivers each probing sample frequency, which implements the minimax. Multiple probes produce the observed experimental frequency of the measured probability of the events which actually occurred. Under the minimax principle, verification of the optimal sequence of probing samples proceeds by checking maximal frequency of their occurrences for a minimal number of total checked samples. When the samples are virtually measured and verified during the observable time intervals via the process' entropy functional, the minimax conversion increases the probability and brings optimal information to each dimension of the process. The verification proceeds until the first of the last maximum starts (extracted by Yes-action) and its minimum (extracted by No-action) and ends with the observing maximal a posteriori probability which infers the reality of this action. Sec.3. considers arising the distributed rotation in the observer at the observing time shifts, which form information units, collecting and ordering information structures in the observer space-time distributed process. The impulse cutoff converts the cutting maximal entropy from two opposite random ensembles of the observable process to observer's maximal information with the inverse rotating velocities. This transforms the observable external random process to its internal distributed information dynamics process, starting the information quantum microdynamics with conjugated functions of the EF fractions, whose time-space information integrates the space-time distributed IPF. The distributed rotation diagonalizes, equalizes, orders the sequentially minimized eigenvalues of the conjugated eigenvectors, and then applies this mechanism to already ordered eigenvectors for binding the triplet collective macrostructures, while their minimax is reached in the rotating movement of the observer information process. A moving information observer, with a speed relative to a maximal speed of other moving observer, has a wider impulse' time interval then last observer. That determines its less life span than that for the maximal speed observer which naturally encodes more information and its density. Sec. 4 analyses an interactive jump at locality of Schrödinger's bridge 'edge in a cutting sub-markov process, which creates microdynamic process within each impulse, transforming the impulse time interval to space intervals and preserving the impulse information measure. The microprocess can emerge between 0-1 probabilities on the Bayesian link connecting these probabilities, when it reaches maximal relational entropy during the probing virtual actions in the observable process. The microprocess rises from the conjugated EF fractions moving (as entropy flows) toward their dynamic entanglement, which encloses the captured complimentary (conjugated) entropy flows, providing a source of an information unit. The discrete control action, erasing the entangled uncertainty, creates elementary information unit with real memory and frees information for possible new start-up control. The finalizing step-down control opens access to potential interaction of the unit with the environment and other units. Multiple units of the IPF functional measure connect and encode all fractions of the observed information process, performing computation of information. The conjugated flows determine the path to entanglement that minimizes the observable cutoff uncertainty and then kills it creating quantum information, while a primary maxmin cutoff minimizes initial uncertainty of starting observable process. Within the impulse microdynamics is a gap between the ending uncertainty of a last cutting fraction and the discrete starting step-up cut action, settling the information unit. The currently extracted information units predicts the path, the entanglement, and the following control cut which predicts production of free information that connects the cutting new units in potential cooperation. Sec.5 solves the EF variation problem, showing its connection to wave function, imposes the constraint, and leading to Hamiltonian regularities, which originate for minimax cutoff. The emerging cooperative information microdynamic, macrodynamic, and thermodynamic processes in observer could be materialized from the observable physical dynamics of the Markovian process. Sec. 6 describes the arising observer logical structure in the hierarchy of information network (IN), where each triplet generates three symbols from three adjoining eigenvectors of information dynamics and one impulse-code from the control. This control joins all three in a single information unit of the IN triplet's node, and then transfers the node information to the following IN's node, as its next hierarchical level, which encloses the IN's code. Each IN unit has unique position in the time-spaced information dynamics that defines the observer scale of time-space and the correct location of each triple code, allowing finding the code sequence on its path up to forming code logic. The space-time positions hold the path, supporting the self-formation of the observer's information structure, whose selfinformation has the distinctive quality measure of each IN level. The cooperative dynamics, enfolded in the rotating IN, shorten their time intervals, processing the condensed observing information that curves its space-time distribution, concentrates and self-organizes the observer's information logic in the geometrical structure with a limited boundary. The identified information threshold separates subjective and objective observers based on necessary and sufficient information conditions, which specify the concept of the sequential and consecutive increase of the observer's quality of information, following from the minimax. The observer IN genetic code can reproduce the encoded system by decoding the IN final node and the position of each node with the IN structure. The observer evolving cyclic model may repeat itself after possible disintegration and the transformation of the observable virtual into real certainty-information. The observer identifies, orders and measures his priorities (like social, economic, others categories) using quality of information concentrated within the IN node, assigned to this priority. Each category of priority information has its local IN emanating from the main IN, which cooperates the emerging path to intelligent observer with integrating model of rotating conscience.
Part I. Hidden Stochastic and Quantum Information

Entropy functional on trajectories of Markov diffusion process
Let have the n -dimensional controlled stochastic Ito differential equation: [26, 29, 30] , measured regarding ( , ) s t Ψ with probability 1, and
The process t ς is a transformed version of process t x  whose transition satisfies (1.2).
At this transformation, the transitional probability's functions ( , , , )
which according to Girsanov Theorem [29] satisfies the form [30] :
for the considered controllable process with its upper limit T .
Using the definition of conditional entropy [7] of process
S x E a t x b t x a t x dt
Conditional mathematical expectation on the process' trajectories (1.7) (with density measure (1.3) for the above processes) is invariant at non-degenerative transformations. This quantity is zero for the process' equivalent measures, and is a positive for the nonequivalent measures.
The information evaluation of the process' cutoff operation by an impulse control
Control u t is defined on the space ( , ) KC U ∆ of a piece-wise continuous function of t ∈ ∆ :
which is differentiable, excluding the set
and applied on diffusion process t x  from moment k o τ − to k τ , and then from moment k τ to k o τ + , implementing the process' transformations ( ) ( ) ( )
At a vicinity of moment k τ , between the jump of control u − and the jump of control u + , we consider a control impulse:
The following Proposition evaluates the entropy functional contributions at such transformations. Entropy functional (1.5, 1.6) at the switching moments
and at locality of
, produced by each of the impulse control's step functions in (2.2), is estimated by
Proof. 
changing from 0 to ∞ and back from ∞ to 0 and acquiring an absolute maximum at
The multiplicative functionals [19, 30] 
For the cutoff diffusion process, the transitional probability (at 
The impulse, produced by deterministic controls (2.2) for each random process location and dimension, is random with probability at k
This probability holds a jump-diffusion transition Markovian probability, which is conserved during the jump [57] . From (2.10)-(2.12) we get estimation of the entropy functional's increment, when impulse control (2.2) is applied (at 
Step-wise control function
, converts the entropy functional from its minimum at
Step-wise control function ( )
, converts the entropy functional from its maximum at
, switches the entropy functional from its minimum to maximum and back from maximum to minimum, while the absolute maximum of the entropy functional at a vicinity of k t τ = allows the impulse control to deliver maximal amount of information (2.13) from these transformations, holding principle of extracting maxmin-minmax of the EF measure; C. Dissolving the correlation between the process' cutoff points (2.9) leads to losing the functional connections at these discrete points, which evaluate the Feller kernel measure of the Markov diffusion process [9] . D. The relation of that measure to additive functional in form (1.3) allows evaluating the kernel's information by the entropy functional (1.6). E. The jump action (2.1) on Markov process, associated with "killing its drift", selects the Feller measure of the kernel, while the functional cutoff provides entropy-information measure of the Feller kernel, and it is a source of a kernel information, estimated by (2.13).
In a multi-dimensional diffusion process, each of the stepwise control, acting on the process' all dimensions, sequentially stops and starts the process, evaluating the multiple functional information. The dissolved element of the functional's correlation matrix at these moments provides independence of the cutting off fractions, leading to orthogonality of the correlation matrix for these cutoff fractions. F. Multi-dimensional delta-distribution is the minimax optimal to hold the dissolving interacting correlations, which best approaches the Tracy-Widom distribution for complex interactions [60 ] .
• Applying additive principle for the process' information functional, measured at the moments of dissolving the correlation, which provides maximal cut off information, we get sum 
, which is defined through the additive functional (1.4).
As a result, the additive principle for a process' information, measured by the EF, is violated:
If each k -cutoff "kills" its process dimension after moment k o τ + , then m n = , and (2.15) requires infinite process dimensions. A finite dimensional model approximates finite number of probing impulses checking the observing frequencies.
For any of these conditions, the EF measure, taken along the process trajectories during time ( ) T s − , limits maximum of total process information, extracting its hidden cutoff information (during the same time), and brings more information than Shannon traditional information measure for multiple states of the process. Therefore, maximum of the process cutoff information, extracting its total integrated hidden information, approaches the EF information measure. Since the maxmin probes automatically minimize current entropy measure, its actual measurement is not necessary. Sum (2.14) for multiple process' independent components considered during ( ) T s − , acquires the form of matrix trace: 18) which relates (2.18) to Von Neumann entropy for quantum ensemble [42] . Relation (2.18) satisfies such impulse control that kills each dimension by its stopping at the cutoff.
For n → ∞ , the Von Neumann entropy (2.18) equals to uncertain entropy functional (EF)(1.6), [53, 59] , which is defined on irreversible random process. Information path functional (IPF) defines distributed actions of multi-dimensional delta-function on entropy functional (1.7) through the additive functional for all dimensions: However for any finite number m of these instants, the integral process' information, composed from the information, measured for the process' fractions, is not complete. Cutting the EF by impulse delta-function determines the increments of information for each impulse: 
This probability measure has applied for the impulse probes on an observable random process, which holds opposite Yes-No probabilities -as the unit of probability impulse step-function preserving the max-min. Comments. 
with additive the functional (1.6a).
2.
The differential equation for evolution of entropy functional (1.5)
satisfies the Kolmogorov's differential equation for math expectations of additive functional in the form:
Proof. Since both probability 
3.
Complex conjugated information wave functions
are the solutions of a system of diffusion equations, which are equivalent to the dual Schrödinger's Equations [17] in the form
where V j
following from characteristic function of a random functional [30] :
which, at a fixed parameter λ , λ −∞ < < ∞ , satisfies Kolmogorov equation for math expectation:
where ( , ) t x ψ is a real function and 
4.
Probability density p in (1.3) for the complex conjugated wave functions * ( , ) Q Q   , according to relation [16, 18, 19, 21] satisfies equations 
Proof. Taking logarithms from both sides (3.9a), we have:
Using entropy functional, expressed via mathematical expectations of the wave function:
(3.11a) and additive functional (1.6a) on the trajectories of Ito's Eq.(1.1), we get relation
(3.11b)
From which follows (3.10) on the trajectories of the conjugated wave functions and diffusion process.
• Reversible probabilities density (3.8), decomposed on a product of forward and backward densities, defines Schrödinger's bridge on Markovian path between forward and backward movement of path states. Schrödinger has considered the forward and backward densities as information "waves". For considering class of reciprocal Markovian diffusion [21, 22, 31] , the entropy function for the Schrödinger's bridge follows from probability density p , satisfying (3.9), is connected to the wave function in form [21] :
(3.13)
The transitional probability densities between states ( , ) s x and ( , ) t y on the reciprocal diffusion satisfy ( , ; , )
s x t y p s x p t y p s x R I p t y R I
1. Following relation (3.9), (3.12), (3.13), we get
where, we may designate a real part of S  as its real entropy:
and imaginary part of S  as its imaginary entropy:
Subsequently, probability density (3.13a) at reversing its time course from ( , ) p t y − and back to ( , ) p s x holds 
Proof. From requirements (3.12) -(3.13a) we have (3.8) in form
18) The reversibility at the bridge implies mutual compensation of conjugated parts of the wave function, leading to equality between relation for total wave function (3.14) and its interactive component:
(3.18a) Taking logarithm of (3.18a), math expectations from both sides, and using definition (3. Satisfaction of (3.13), (3.18b) proves (3.17). We also get
• 2. In a more general case, when Markovian diffusion is not a reciprocal process, but the bridge is reversible, conditions (3.12-3.14) are not satisfied. Then we come to
19a) where by analogy with (3.14a,b), we define the related entropies:
Then the entropy interactive component of the wave function (3.19a ) and total entropy hold:
while keeping connection to total S  , real, imaginary, and interactive ab S  entropies:
At the bridge reversibility, entropies of conjugated parts of the wave function mutually compensate:
and then interactive component satisfies ln 2
being equal to the bridge total entropy. For information conjugated processes (3.6a, b), the interactive components hold the entropies (3.4) of an action's functional (satisfying (3.5)), which produces the bridge entropies at the interactions.
Remarks. At satisfaction of (3.9), (3.9b) with a normalized probability 1 p ≤ , and
, imposes limitations on probabilities (3. 9a).
•
The interactive part of the wave function concentrates total Schrödinger bridge' information equals ln 2 . 
S S
± = −   (3.23) at * ( ) exp [ ( ) ( ) 1/ 2 ln 2], ( ) exp [ ( ) ( ) 1/ 2 ln 2] a b a b p t S
t S t p t S t S t
5. Entropies corresponding opposite time directions (forward t and backward t − ) of the action functional:
S t S t S t S t S t S t S t S t
24b) where the following relation ( ) ( ) S S t S t
is an information analogy of the symmetrized process' functional action in [40] at
The evaluations of both quantum information of the Schrödinger's path to bridge and entanglement
The quantum information of wave function in form of Schrödinger's Eqs. (3.6a,b) includes the wave superposition with the quantum probabilities (3.8),(3.9a) for both Markovian equivalents of reciprocal diffusion and a less restricted Markov diffusion process.
In both of these cases, condition (3.24b) leads to a Schrödinger's path to the bridge, specifically, with distinctive values of these probabilities and the entropies, concentrated in the bridge. Quantum correlations arise at interaction of the superimposed components of a wave function, which produces these reversible probability densities on the path to the bridge. Since quantum correlations entangle the superimposed components of a wave function, they bring quantum entanglement, which (at condition (3. 24)) takes place on Schrödinger's path up to the bridge. The information interactions, producing quantum entanglement, allow it both a locality and non-locality. Each localized or not localized components of wave function may interact by their local or non-local correlations, whose information connects them at entanglement that unites the information in a common unit. However natural interactions, including their information forms, have a limited distance, defined in [37] by a "distance between a given state and the boundary of separable states with entangled states". The distance is measured by the probabilities' trace distance between the nearest interacting probabilities [36, 37, 38] , or that distance could be measured by the minimal time intervals between the interactions [41] .
(In Sec. 7 we found this minimum from the variation principle for the entropy functional).
After dissolving the interactive component of the wave function by "killing" the correlations at the moment t t 
The related probability densities take a diagonal forms in a multi-dimensional process, while its summary entropy is defined by math expectations of the probability densities over all process. A total bridge information (entropy) in such process:
includes the different unpredictable combinations of 1 2 , o o ab ab S S   , which a priory are unknown.
However, the frequency of appearing 2o ab H depends on the frequency of the cutoff information which measures one cutoff for each dimension of n -dimensional Markov process.
For so-called "Werner states" (with the entangled both pure state and pure entangled state), the relative entropy of entanglement, in general, is less than that for the entanglement with entropy (4.1b). This means that, even at a slow rate of growing the entropy during formation of entanglement, an irreversible process of destruction could prevail, that leads to disentanglement at the end with releasing information. Such a formation is called Squashed -Compressed Dense Condensed entanglement [38] .
Since an entanglement is a result of natural interaction of the wave functions, carrying some real and imaginary components of information, satisfaction of condition
for both kinds of considered Markovian processes, corresponds to compensation of the interactive imaginary information by its real information at the entanglement.
It implies natural creation information as a phenomenon of interaction cutting correlated entanglement.
A collapse of the wave functions, ending of the bridge's formation, disentangles the interacting components, which is an equivalent of killing the entanglement and releasing the above entangled information.
The killing (at moment t t + = ), or the disentanglement (at this moment) requires changing the sign any of these information components (for the particles' information units with their spins, correlated by a clock wise and counter clockwise directions, it needs changing anyone of this direction). Since information (4.1a), transferred from such entanglement, is positive, it leads to the entanglement's instability and a possibility of a self-disentanglement. Because the probability of such unstable entanglement is higher (0.7) than the probability (0.5) of a stable entanglement (which possesses entropy (4.1b)), such unstable entanglements might naturally exist more often than the stable entanglement. The self-disentanglement (a self-destruction) during a finite time, is known as effect of Entanglement Sudden Death, which was revealed for both local and non-local entanglements in the forms of a local Sudden Death (ESD) and Bell's non-locality sudden death (BNSD) [38] . This study demonstrates that both effects ESD and BNSD, having a finite time of destroying entanglement, are more probable, compared to forming the stable entanglement. The study suggests that these short living entanglements, which involve energy transfer and temperature effects, are more likely in Universe than long-lived entanglement. In some cases, the self-destruction leads to the spontaneous emission from the entangled pair [43] . It's shown that "decaying rate of an entangled atom is different from that in a product state, modifying the temporal emission distribution and life time of the atoms". The review of the sadden death and the relationship between decoherence and disentanglement [38] concludes that the nature of the loss of entanglement consists of lossing of state coherence. This finding initiated discovery both Entanglement Sudden Death (ESD) and Bell Non-locality Sudden Death (BNSD). Even though both these quantum effects behave very similar, the ESD is an extreme case in which "decoherence persists asymptotically, whereas the entanglement is entirely eliminated in finite time" [38] . The study found that entanglement, being measured by the states' coherence, decays at a different rate, compared to the coherence, measured by the reduction of off-diagonal density matrix elements. And the time scale of disentanglement was always less or equal to the time scale of decoherence. The Sudden death evolution's dynamics affect the dynamics of evolution of information that memorize both ESD-BNSD desentanglements. According to [38] , the evolution decreases the initial probability of a potential entanglement in which evaluates also ratio of the related entangled information in forms of qubits. Ratio (4.5) closes to relation these times in [35, 37] , estimating with a less accuracy and in more wide range. The evaluation of the time death along with information, kept in the entanglement, is important for estimation of the memorized quantity information and its time conservation in both forms of entanglements. Quantum computation [44, 45, 46, 47, others] , which uses quantum superposition and entanglement to perform operations on data, involves transfer an energy and the temperature effects. Specifically, in the quantum error correction protocols, these factors "degrade entanglement and coherence in addition to other sorts of phase and amplitude damping errors. However, the entanglement and energy are neither mapped in a one-to-one fashion nor evolve at the same rate" [38] . Nevertheless [48] states that in a "tele-transportation, associated with entanglement, as an instantaneous non-local exchange of information, there is no involvement of energy or matter transfer. This is because the interconnected entangled particles only transfer of pure information through a distance by a resonance through a quantum-tunneling effect" . Getting information, concentrated in the bridge, requires an interaction with the entangled information, which dissolves the correlations and the bridge. Such a natural interaction could produce an impulse represented by asymmetrical delta-distribution. For example, when an electron or photon hits an entangled quantum superposition with a shared single state, the interaction releases these states with information bound in the bridge. Such a hitting impulse should carry information, compensating for
If such an impulse is not a natural, performing, for example, a discrete quantum measurement, the measured device should carry the above quantities of information [49] , and the information measurement must be taken exactly at the moment following completion of the entanglement's formation. This strong requirement satisfies the entropy functional whose entropy measure coincides with the measured time interval. The EF-IPF measure statistical information for different Markov diffusion process, and/or for other stochastic processes.
In such forms of measurement, artificial created impulses, or natural interactive impulses, their discrete controls functions, performing the measurements, apply at the moment of the transformation of a controllable process to the Brownian movement creating a kernel which concentrates the measurement. Moreover, such control functions can automatically implement this transformation through a maximization of the measured entropy (Sec.2). In this case, the max entropy is ln 2
, if the measurement is taken at the moment of entanglement (which the measurement dissolves). The control measurement should carry such quantum information (4.2) , which is necessary to cut entropy o S  bringing information unit 0.5 o H = Nats . To get a total potential information 0.7 Nats when cutting 0.5 Nats , while each of impulse stepwise controls should spend information 0.1 Nats , which concurs with (3.22a,b).
The solution of variation problem for the entropy functional applying to information wave functions
Applying the variation principle to the entropy functional, we consider an integral functional ( , , ) [ ]
which minimizes the entropy functional (3.4) of the controlled process in form
Proposition 5.1.
1. An extremal solution of variation problem (5.1a,5.1) for the entropy functional (3.4), (1.7) brings the following equations of extremals for vector x and conjugate vector X accordingly: 
where X is a conjugate vector for x and H is a Hamiltonian for this functional.
(All derivations here and below have vector form).
where for the JH we have
This allows us to join Eqs (5.5), (5.5a) and (3.5) in form Applying to (5. 
, and from constraint (5.10), we get (The detailed proofs are in [41, 58] ).
Connection of wave function and probability (Sec. 
S L S s
, ;
The proof applies [30] , where it is shown that , 
is the process' entropy functional, taken before the moment of cutting-off, when constraint (5.17) is still imposed.
• From Props. 5.2 and 5.1.2 it follows that impulse control's cutoff action implements the VP at the locality of these states in the form of maxmin and minimax, depending on the impulse's step-down and step-up actions accordingly (Sec.2).
From [30] it also follows that solutions of (5.30) allow classifying the states ( ) { ( )}, 1,..., defining the general solutions of (5.30) , is integrable at a locality of x x τ = , satisfying the condition u Lu Vu t 
Eq (5.6) acquires operator form: 
S LS V t
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Proofs. Therefore, both integrals of these Hamiltonians, taken during the same time, also coincide, leading to
which satisfy the condition (6.13) 3. The constraint (6.8), applied to (6.7) acquires the form 
Condition (6.18) corresponds superposition of regular and diffusion components of wave function.
Since that, at moment k t τ = of imposing the constraint, the relations for the derivations of wave function ( )
hold the form analogous to (6.11):
through the derivations, satisfying (6.16c) and (6.16d) accordingly, we get 
Following (6.12), Hamiltonians (6.20a) coincide at moment k t τ = imposing constraint, which leads to equality
and relations (6.14). Satisfaction (6.14) corresponds entangling wave functions The entanglement, at imposing the constraint, follows from the conditions of minimizing the entropy functional on extremals (5.8), (5.9) and (5.14). The minimal extremals (as solutions of (5.12) These results relate to other significant publications in this field [32] , [19] , [21] , [10] , [12] , [13] .
Analysis of the concurrent information processes with the Markovian diffusion and the equivalent quantum information process. The information relations of Feller's kernel and Schrödinger's bridge
In Sec.4, the transformed Markov diffusion process builds the quantum dynamic process as its information equivalent, while both processes have the equivalent probability's densities, measured by the same entropy functional on the trajectories of these processes, and start simultaneously under the same cutoff controls. The impulse control cuts the selected portion of the Markov process, which encloses the operator, transforming Markov process (with a finite drift) to Brownian motion (with zero drift and the diffusion equivalent for both of them).
Since such transformation holds a Feller's kernel operator, the quantity of information, selected from the Markov process by the cutoff control and measured by entropy functional during the cutoff, evaluates the kernel information (Sec.2). The Markovian equivalent of quantum process evaluates the Schrödinger's bridge information (4.1a, b), which coincides with Feller's kernel information measure of the entropy functional (Sec. ∆ evaluates a minimal time-delay, as an optimal waiting time between delivering new information.
In m -dimensional part of the process, at other current moments This means, each 0.277sec the interactive Markov process is able to produce entropy 0.5 Nats, which estimates a unit of instance generating an elementary hidden information. However, the current time interval, as the interval of imposing the constraint, depends on the value of both invariant (4.7) and the process initial eigenvalues io α , whose spectrum could be diverse. The information dynamics originate from a Bernstein-Markov process [22] , at the step-up transformation from the Brownian movement to the Markov process, which provides a "transition kernel" [40] with a normalized Feynman-Kac measure. The process has studied as a sub-markov process, Markov path, loops [44] , connected with Schrodinger bridge [31] as unique Markov process in the class of reciprocal processes. This is specific "Euclidean quantum mechanics" process, whose dynamics hold probabilistic description of process' analytics [40] . The transition kernel of this process has a reversal density probability corresponding (3.18), (6.22) , which is represented by a product of the conjugated wave functions and related anti-symmetric information action functional (3.22), (3.25), (3.25a, b) . Such a process satisfies the least action principle [40] as an extension of the variation principle (Sec.5), which we implement through the step-up control, imposing the dynamic constraint (5.10). The least action principle holds the form of minimum functional (5.1a) (which in [45] corresponds the minimum of the time's forward action functional). It has also the form of an absolute minimum of a sum of the anti-symmetric action functionals, which satisfies Eq.(6.13) at each ending moment of the extremal movement. Thus, the Bernstein-Markov process here is described in terms of information dynamics, whose impulse control's action, intervening in the Brownian movement, injects the quantity information (4.7), in the transition kernel during the above transformation. Transforming the hidden information in Bernstein-Markov process gives the start to Informational Macrodynamics [41] , which implement the variation principle (Sec.5) on the trajectories of information path functional [59] . The considered dynamic model of the Markov process generates its concurrent interactive time interval imp δ , which has the same limited life time (7.3). The Secs. 3-6 equations work during each of the cutoff intervals. The cutting off random process originates an information observer, whose impulse, cutting the minimax, acts as both a producer and consumer of information. The observer interacts with an external stochastic process at close locality of the cutting edges of each impulse providing an interactive "window". The Information Observer below emerges through the impulse cutting information concurrently with transforming Markovian-Brownian diffusion and generating the quantum information dynamics that initiate a Schrödinger's bridge and entanglement within the impulse' cutting edges.
Part II. Application and the Concurrent Implementation in Information Observer
Physical approach to observer, developed in Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics [61, 62, 42] , requires an act of observation, as physical carrier of observer knowledge, but this role is not described in the formalism of quantum mechanics. A. Weller has included the observer in wave function [63] , while according to standard paradigm: Quantum Mechanics is Natural [64] [65] . The concept of publications [66, 67] states that in Quantum Bayesianism, which combines quantum theory with probability theory, 'the wave function does not exists in the world-rather it merely reflects an individual's mental state. ' We have shown (in [41, 53, 68, 69, 70] ) and in this paper that quantum information processes (rather than Quantum Particles), resulting from Bayesian form of entropy integral measure, emerges in observer at conversion of the process hidden uncertainty to the equivalent certainty-information path functional measure. The paper analytically identifies an integral information path that unites uncertainty of potential observable random process and observer's certain-information processes with quantum information microdynamics and informational macrodynamics. The emerging path overcomes a gap between uncertain entropy and certain information toward the observer intelligence. The path is formed by a sequence of the observing Kolmogorov's axiomatic probability distributions connected with Bayes a priori -a posteriori probabilities through interactive impulses along trajectories of a stochastic multi-dimensional process. Arising Bayesian entropy for these probabilities defines an uncertainty measure along the process, while the interactive maxmin impulses convert the uncertainty-entropy to information. In the interacting Markov process, information emerges as a phenomenon of interaction.
Observable random process and its uncertainty measure
Suppose a manifold of various spontaneous occurrences represents a multi-dimensional interactive random process, distributing in space-time, for example, earthquakes, instantaneous changes in stock market, or atomic explosion. Theoretically, a field of multiple distributed probabilities initiates the random process with the alternating a priori -a posteriori probabilities along the process trajectories, where each transfer from priori to posteriori probability distribution follows from interaction along the multi-dimensional process. Formal model of a random non-stationary interactive process describes Markov diffusion process' trajectories as solutions of Ito' the n -dimensional controlled stochastic equation (Sec.1.1).
Theoretically a random process is function ( ) x ω of collections of random events ( ω ), as its variable, depending on the process' probability distribution [ ( )] P x ω in a random field. According to Kolmogorov's extension theorem [71] , a suitable "consistent" collection of finite-dimensional distributions guarantees existence of a stochastic (random) process. Markov multi-dimensional diffusion process is an example of random process with continuous or discrete random time, which models a natural interactive process.
Each i -distribution following k -distribution is a priori and k is a posteriori distribution, while the sequence of prioriposteriori distributions alternates over the process trajectory, describing interactive connections of random events η ω .
The alternating process' distributions, starting with any a priori distribution, we define as an observable (virtual) process for a potential observer, where the interactive connections hold the process. (Here we conditionally divide an observable process on its posteriori -dependent part from a priori part). The observing process interacting probability impulses implement the Bayesian minimax probabilities link to Kolmogorov's 1-0 law probabilities that increases each posterior correlation and reduces conditional entropy measures by transforming each minimum of a priori probability to maximum of a posteriori probability. The probability (virtual) impulse builds correlations and minimax links to the observing Kolmogorov-Bayes probabilities until real impulse cuts this correlation.
Let us describe changes of the process' elementary probabilities from a priori , ( ) A priori probability
 intervenes in the following process state's location as a causal probability. A posteriori probability ( ( ))
δ  infers in the process' connected states using its current a priori-a posteriori probabilities, which are alternating along the process. It equivalently measures the amount of uncertainty with probability distribution of random variable [2, 5] and discriminates the distinguishing fractions of the process entropy from undistinguished.
At ln ( ) 0 p ω = , the related a priori-a posteriori probabilities fractions are undistinguished. 2, 2 u j u j
(1. 
(1.5a) Thus, the microprocess can emerge between 0-1 probabilities with probability (1.5) when maximal relational entropy reaches (1.4) during the Bayesian link connecting the probes 0-1. This process is a random, imaginary, and virtual, but its absolute probability at such connected multiples probes is growing.
When that probability approaches 0.98555075021 A gap to reality evaluates 1 0.004
The EF integral measure (1.2) is connected to both Shannon's conditional information and Bayesian inference of testing a priori hypothesis' probability distribution by a posteriori observation's probability distribution. The process' multiple state connections, changing a nearest probability transformation, automatically integrate the transformation by interaction of these alternating probabilities along the process trajectory. Some spread of these interactions (that might differ in the dimensions) we define as an observable (virtual) process of a potential observer.
Multiple experimental probing actions in observable process and evaluating their accuracies
The observation of uncertainty measure requires an infinite small portion of each process, holding an impulse form, which concurrently changes the process' probabilities, starting with measuring uncertainty and ending with reaching certainty. In the observable multi-dimensional Markov process, each probing a priori probability turns to the following a posteriori probability, cutting off uncertainty and converting it to certainty, which the certain impulses encode as information [87] , and add the information to its integral information measure (IPF), Sec.2. In a set of process' events occurrences, each occurrence has probability 1, which excludes others with probability 0. According to Kolmogorov's 0-1 law [71] , these experimental multiple probability frequencies enables predicting axiomatic Kolmogorov probability , s x P , if the experiment manifold satisfies condition of symmetry of equal probable events [72] . Thus, the observable process' multiple interactions in a form of impulses hold virtual probing Yes-No (1-0) actions, (Figs., C) , whose multiple frequencies enable generating both a priori and a posteriori probabilities, their relational probabilities and the uncertainty integral measure (EF) for each observable process dimension. Such interactions could be both a natural Markov process and artificially generated during the observable process probes, while the interactive connections hold integral measure of hidden uncertainties (entropy) along the process. The cutoff (Sec.1.2) of each observable interaction provides both probing Yes-No (1-0) actions and delivers the minimax probe entropy measure. The information observer is a provider of the cutoff, which, through observation self-creates the observer holding only distinctive opposite inter-actions , which provide asymmetric information. Such jumping step-up action opening edge of impulse Fig.C curves it to form Fig.D . While the jumping step-down action transforms the jumping impulse' time interval to equivalent space measure, generating its curvature, and complexity [87, 88] . Since the EF-IPF concurrently measure both the impulse time interval and its information, the jump-wise impulse's time interval injects the impulse information, currying jumping delta-action energy, which is the source of the transformation connecting time and space within whole cutoff impulse, preserving its information measure according to invariant minimax. This jump-wise impulse starts quantum interactions within the whole impulse' microprocess (Sec3-6). The pigeonhole principle [89] : 'If you put three pigeons in two pigeonholes, at least two of the pigeons end up in the same hole,' is an obvious yet fundamental principle of nature as it captures the very essence of a natural distinctive interacting particles, carrying not identical probabilities and information which is asymmetrical.
According to [89] This result is applicable to a comparative information evaluation of the divided and undivided fractions of an information process, measured by corresponding EF, where each two bits of undivided process' pair contains 0.772 bits more of hidden information, measured by the functional. That means, the information process holds more information than any divided number of its fractions, and the considered entropy functional, measured this process, is able to evaluate the quantity of information that connect these fractions. Moreover, by knowing this initially hidden information, one could determine which information is necessary to connect the observable process data, being measured separately while composing units of the information process. According to the evaluation of upper bound entropy per an English character (token) [73] , its minimum is estimated by 1.75 bits, with the average amount between 4.66-7 bits per character. The evaluation includes the inner information bound by a character. At minimal entropy per symbol in 1 bit, a minimal symbol's bound information is 0.75, which is close to our evaluation at the cutoff. The impulse transformation converts the process' entropy to equivalent certainty-information of the posteriori process, which starts after the moment k
At satisfaction of symmetry condition, virtual step-up impulses becomes certain step-up controls, killing each dimension of the random process after that moment and starting a certain dynamic process satisfying variation equations (Sec.1.5).
However, whole collected information only approaches [ / | The VP solution for the EF determines impulse cutoff controls as its optimal control, and shows that the cutoff entropy approximates the random process with maximal relational probability exp( )
A low limit of this maximal probability deviation according to [41] , [53] Secondly, as has shown in [74] , "the universal family of embezzle number of copies" of bipartite entangle information "is nearly optimal, almost saturating the limit on embezzlement imposed by the continuity of Von Neumann entropy".
Therefore, at limited n and N , this maximal number of copies can be reached with accuracy (2.5a), where o m depends on the number of virtual impulse controls needed for transferring to the certain a posteriori probability from the last a priori probability. This ends measuring the process' uncertainty converting it to the related information measure, approximated by the Von Neumann entropy. Thus, with growing o m → ∞ , when virtual controls are possibly applying to reversible dynamic process (Sec.1.5), the control's potential information contribution on making the copy disappears, since information functional (1.2.14), (1.2.5.1):
contains only information being cutoff by killing each dimension of random information [27] . In other words, until probability 0.6 k p < , virtual control actions do not produce information counted by functional (2.6).
After reaching the certain a posteriori probability, the cutting impulse memorizes the cutoff uncertainty of last probing fraction, while converting it to the information unit of dynamic process (Sec.1.5).
If each dimension of random n dimensional process, enclose cutting time interval , 1, 2,... Completion of these relations requires repeating measuring these probabilities for each cutoff dimension, satisfying thereafter the symmetry condition in probability theory. The impulse Yes-No cutting action delivers each probe' frequency, which implements the minimax. The multiple trial actions produce the observed experimental frequency of the measured probability of the events, which actually occurred. If the minimax is applied for checking current probing samples, then the verification of optimal sequence of the samples proceeds by checking maximal frequency of their occurrences for a minimal number of total checked samples. At completion of the minimax, thereby axiomatic probability, following from (1.2-1.3), can be measured through above t holds optimal sequence's the experimental probability.
The random process (on these intervals) is external to the currently observing samples, until the process' fraction, extracted by the cutoff (with optimal samples sequence), becomes observed. Hence, the minimax is the optimal conversion that brings information to each process dimension, whiles its samples are virtual, measured by the external process' entropy on interval
Thus, the verification proceeds within conditional interval * t δ until first of the last maximum (with Yes action) and its minimum (with No action) verifies and ends the observation-experiment (satisfying the symmetry condition) with maximal posteriori probability, implying reality of this action.
The information mechanism of rotation and ordering the collected information
The mechanism (Fig. 1) provides an observer space-time distributed process, collects forming information units, cooperates and joint them in triplets, and in the observer information structure, while ordering information from the cutoff observations and implementing the minimax principle. x  locates in the moving coordinate system, the relative motion the coordinate system in holds the form 
(3.3a) According to Noether's theorem, conversion of the external process' uncertainty (EF) functional to the observer's process' nformation path functional (IPF) (2.26) is invariant under this transformation, satisfying the variation principle (Sec.1.5), where for the space shift l δ  , which can be observed in an immobile system, the invariant conditions must be preserved during a time
The VP Lagrange-Hamilton Eqs prognosis the observer process' conjugated extremal trajectories of distributed dynamics process ( , ( )) t x x t l t = by solutions of two differential Eqs:
where , i i W W + − are the opposite velocities components of tensor (3.3a), applied to the cutting k -space coordinates of each i -process' trajectories for all n dimensions of the process, at different initial conditions for , k i .
These Egs. include gradient form, determined in the coordinate systems, connected by transformation (3.1): The persisting increase of information density grows the linear speed of the natural encoding, which associates with a rise of the impulse curvature. The curvature encloses the information density and enfolds the related information mass [70] . The information observer progressively increases both its linear speed and the speed of natural encoding combined with growing curvature of its information geometry. The IPF integrates this density in observer 'geometrical structure whose rotating speed grows with increasing the linear speed. Assuming each observer total time movement, memorizing the natural encoding information, determines its life span, indicates that for observer o c it is less than for the observer k c which naturally encodes more information and its density. The discussed approach is an information version of Einstein's theory of relativity.
Specific of information microprocesses which the cutoff initiates
The opposite rotation of the conjugated entropy fractions superimposes their movement in the correlated movement, which minimizing each cutoff entropy by entangling the rotating entropy fractions in a microprocess. Thus, reaching the entanglement brings the observer's cutoff maxim-min entropy with the inverse rotating velocities to a second minimize of the maximal entropy, corresponding symmetry of the probabilities, whose repeating does not bring more entropy and limits the trajectories distinction [70] . Incursion of the probing actions near and into the entanglement, prior to verification of the symmetry, does not provide measuring and memorizing entropy, being physically unperformed. When the various virtual measurements, testing uncertainty by interactive impulses along the observable process, reveal its certain a posteriori probability, this inferring probability's test-impulse starts converting uncertainty to certainty-information. The initial conditions of the starting dynamic process determine a boundary of the cutoff impulse, which absorbs the cutting ∆ , killing the cutoff by moment 2k τ (Fig.2) On the way to entanglement, the controls minimize the entropy speeds by imposing the VP constraint, which conserves the entropy carrying by the controls.
The controls conserve this entropy as equivalent information
The added (free) information joins the rotating extremal segments in information dynamic process. (Fig.2) , where
While the impulse step-up action sets a transition process from the observing uncertainty to information, the impulse's certain step-down control cuts a minimum from each maxima of the observed information and initiates internal distributed information dynamics process, starting both the information and its observer (Fig.2) . The entanglement encloses the captured complimentary (conjugated) entropy fractions being a source of information unit. The impulse step-up action launches the unit formation, while its control step-down action finishes the unit formation bringing memory and energy from the interactive jump de-correlating the entangled entropy [87] . This finite jump transits from uncertain Yes-logic to certain information No-logic, transferring the entangled entropy of observation to the forming information unit of elementary (quantum) bit ot two qubits. Uncertain step-up logic does not require energy [80] like the probes of observable-virtual process, or a Media whose information is not observed yet. This potential (uncertain) probabilistic logic belongs to sequential test-cuts before appearance of a priori information logic, which becomes a part of forming the elementary information unit. The entanglement might connect two (or three) distinguished units with superimposing ebits, whose measurement memorizes their information. The Yes-No logic holds Bit-Participator forming an elementary information observer analogous to Wheeler Bit [6] created without any physical pre-law. The curved control, binding two units in a doublet and cooperating its opposite directional information unit, forms a triplet as a minimal cooperative stable structure.
Resonance of the equal frequencies of complementary eigenvalues also performs their cooperation in doublet and triplet. The triplet structure can shape both naturally and artificially [81] [82] , when multiple interacting particles' units assemble collective observer with information process and building information forces [68] .
Specific of forming information macrodymamic process
The information path functional (IPF) integrates the multiple information units of cooperating doublets-triplets, bound by the free information, in growing information flow of a physical macroprocess, which starts from statistical process whose multiple frequencies' test discloses the information quantum microdynamics. The EF mathematical expectations average the random entropy impulses and the controls covert them to the microdynamics that the IPF collects whereas the EF measured entropy transforms it to IPF. The IPF extremal trajectories describe information macroprocess of cooperating macrounits, which connects the averaged microdynamics with classical Physical Statistical Physics, and Thermodynamics in Observer. The selective statistics of minimax probes, which minimize probes number, specify and distinct the considered observer process from that is not observed selectively. This leads to three kinds of macroprocesses in observer:
One that is formed according to minimax with sequential decreasing entropy and maximizing information, which enfoldes the sequence of enclosing triplet structures, while minimizing their bound free information. This provides a physical thermodynamic process generating the information network (IN) (Fig.3 ) that sequentially couples units of information (doublets binding in triplets) under rising information forces, which enfold and order the sequence, and enable attracting new information unit by the free information. Such process produces a subjective information observer. 
, , t t t in T-L time-space of the IN.
The second brings an extreme to the IPF but may not support sequential binding bits in multiple cooperative structures.
step-wise control. This means, that real time course might be enough for excluding any other costs for conversion entropy in equivalent information. Information mass [41, 69] of rotating cooperating units, acquiring energy after entanglement, models elementary particles mass, as well as their various collective formations at the curving knots as the IN nodes (Fig.3) , [84] . The initial step-up jumps the curvature of the space-time distribution, initiating an attractive wave of cooperation. A conjugated quantum process is reversible until it reaches entanglement at superposition of the process' complimentary entropy fractions, directed toward the generation of information. Irreversible information macroprocess is the extreme process, holding both potential equalization uncertainty-certainty and creation of the triplet information unit with maximum information speed. Extreme condition (Sec.1.5) compensates for entropy production through the Hamiltonian, measuring integral speed of the cooperating information process, which performs Maxwell's Demon function at macrolevel. The condition of the minimization of this speed (imposed by the VP dynamic constraint (5.1)) limits information-energy for the emerging unit by cutting it formation and freeing the conserved information.
Arising observer logical structure
The triplet generates three symbols from three segments of information dynamics and one impulse-code from the control. This control joins all three in a single unit and transfers this triple to next triple, forming next level of the information network's (IN) minimal logical code. Each information unit has its unique position in the time-spaced information dynamics, which defines the scale of both timespace and the exact location of each triple code in the IN. Even though the code impulses are similar for each triplet, their time-space locations allows the discrimination of each code and its forming logics. The observer checks the acceptance of this code in IN (Fig.3) . This includes enclosing the concurrent information in a temporary build IN's high-level logic that requests new information for the running observer's IN [68, v2] . If the code sequence satisfies the observer's IN code, the IN decreases its free information by enfolding new code in its structure. The IN information cooperative force, requests this compensating information. The decrease is an indication that the requested information, needed for growing and extension of the IN logic, has received, which is associated with surprises that observer obtains from the requested information it needs. The IN connections integrate each spatial position of the accepted triple code into the triplets' information of the IN node's previous position while structuring the IN. Timing of observer's internal spatial dynamics determines the scale of currently observed process and serves for both encoding and decoding the IN logic. The IN parameters are identified by observer's measured frequencies of the delivered information. The spatial coordinate system rotates the following next accumulation and ordering of the IN node's information (Sec.4). Thus, the dynamics generate the code's positions that define the logics, while the observer information creates both the dynamics and code. The space-time's position, following from the IN's cooperative capability, supports self-forming of observer's information structure (Fig.4) , whose self-information has the IN distinctive quality measure. (1-2-3) .
The observer identifies order and measure of his priorities (like social, economic, others categories) using quality of information concentrated within the IN node, assigned to this priority [9, 41] . The receiving information of this priority node's quality is directed to other (local) IN, which emanates from that node [88] . This particular information is collected and enfolded according to the sub-priority of competing variation's quantities of each category by analogy with main IN (Fig.3) .
Each category of priority information builds its local IN emanating for the main IN. When the node quality is compensating by external information, the observer achieves this priority as unpredicted surprise; if it is not, the observer local IN requests for the new one. The observer logic with its timing hierarchy initiates external interaction, following observation, entanglement, generation information units, and the IN nodes, forming its multiple finite sizes knots (Fig.3) . This logic time interval could be minimizes for the sequential interactions approaching speed of light. In human observer's vision, the ability to see and form mental pictures has a speed much higher than external interactions [86] . Finally, the irreversible time course generates information with both objective and subjective observers, which can overcome the information threshold between them on the path to intelligence [70] . The rotating mechanism (Fig.2) which unites integral information qualities emanating from the IN's multiple levels (domains-categories), models observer's cognition [88] , as intelligent observers formed from time-space in order to navigate a time-pace [ 90] , which confirms the observer rotating cognition mechanism. Observer computes its encoding information units in the information networks (IN) code-logic to perform its integrating quality information task through the self-generating program.
The observed information specific quality for each observer IN depends on information density sc b N , defined by the number of information units (bits) that each of this information unit encodes (compresses) from any other source-code.
Since each triplet's bit encodes 3 bits, it information density is 1 
3.
b N = A following triplet also encodes 3 bits, but each of its bit encodes 3 bits of the previous triplet's bits. Thus, the information density of such two triplets is equal to The observing process, which is chosen by the observer's (0-1) probes and the logic integration, determines such a program. As a result, the IPF collects these information units, while the IN performs logical computing operations using the doublettriplet code. Such operations, performed with the entangled memorized information units, model a quantum computation. A classical computation models the operations with classical information units, which observer cooperates from quantum information units and runs in the IN with these units. An observer that unites logic of quantum micro-and macro-information processes enables composing quantum and/or classical computation on different IN levels.
Conclusion
The review of existing publications suggest that uncovering and evaluation of the hidden stochastic, quantum, and dynamic information by the impulse control presents a new and essential result in understanding the process of interaction of an observer with its environment. Cutting random process' correlations with interacting virtual events of a real world reveals underneath of each cutoff both hidden classical and quantum information, when emerging quantum microprocess initiates information macroprocess. The interactive impulse holds maxmin-minimax law for transforming each minimum of a priori probability to maximum of a posteriori probability in the Bayesian link, and extracting information hidden in the cutting correlation in real cutoff. The interactive information processes implies a transformation of a cutoff portion on the stochastics to the information dynamics with a feedback to a receptive "window", where the interaction takes place. The transformation and selection of the portion implement an information observer through its interactive impulse, which kills uncertainty to get information in the certain information dynamics under the minimax law of optimal extraction and consumption of information for complex interactions. Both observer's micro and macroprocess emerged during impulse observation, self-creating observer information structure.
